
 
NATURE TRAIL GUIDE - SESSION 3 - SOUTH 

 
There are two nature-based activities this week: 1)  solo with your Gaia bag  and 2) creating a 
prototype/art expression of your dream or program intention.  

 
SOLO PREPARATION 

1. Kim has posted suggestions to prepare for your solo on marco polo; demonstrating sensory ideas 
inside the Gaia bag.  She also introduced the practice of  “The Three Loves”, the threshold as you 
enter and exit your sacred solo space these next two weeks. Please watch before going on your 
solo. 

 
2. Pack your backpack! (Just as Kim so joyfully did on marco polo!)  Your traditional items... journal, 

personal memento, chair and/or blanket.  AND your planned materials to inspire sensory play, 
delight, spontaneity, etc. (for me~ magnifying glass, flashlight, container to mix water & mud to 
become my natural clay)  

 
 
SOLO PRACTICES 

3. As a way to book-end your sacred solo time, consider “The Three Loves” practice as you walk to 
your solo spot and again as you return. As you move through the land wherever you are, identify 
three things that you love about the nature around you. It could be something you see, smell, feel 
or hear. Speak them to the land. In naming and voicing these loves, you can deepen your 
relationship to the land. This practice was inspired by a mindfulness relationship practice shared 
by Silvia Gozzini, a Portland-based marriage and family therapist.  

 
4. Once you arrive at your spot, settle in with Mother Nature. Please mark the four directions (N, E, 

S, W) with natural items by using your own senses, or a compass. As you slow & turn off your 
mind, you may consider turning to each direction to explore what your senses bring you.  

 
5. Halfway through your solo, face South and pull out your Gaia bag.  It’s time to ignite and inspire 

sensory play & learning! Is this physical movement, a sensory walk, or art expression? Perhaps 
spontaneous exploration with the materials you brought in your backpack? Seek delight! 
Experience anxiety dissolving. Let your tender young self feel loved and joy.  
 

6. You will intuit when your sensory experience is complete. Take time to process your Gaia Bag 
movements and activities. What did the Gaia bag hold for you? Discoveries and/or feelings 
evoked? Emerging next actions towards your vision of who you are becoming?  

 
 
 

https://natureleadership.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/GYBS-South-Solo-Play-Ideas.pdf
https://natureleadership.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/GYBS-South-Solo-Play-Ideas.pdf


 
CREATING A PROTOTYPE/ART EXPRESSION  (Build/draw/write/other) 

7. From your vision or imagination, what do you want to bring into real-time space as a result of our 
time together? We will share in our July 12 council breakout. Examples: If you’re writing a book, 
compose your 1st page or cover. OR If you’re someone in the early stage of exploration, simply 
draw or write about your seed idea as if it were a seedling. OR Build a prototype of the blockage 
you are tearing down.  

 
BUDDY 

8. Connect with your buddy in the ways that best serve each of you. (marco polo, phone, 
WhatsApp) Deepen into your solo discoveries. What are/have you created for your prototype/art 
expression and why?  

 
 
 
 
 


